The paper deals with homogenization of linear elastic continuum involving empty pores. We concern some aspects of numerical approaches and confront them with the analytical ones in case of 2D elasticity. Of course, there are some restrictions for the analytical concept, because it is applicable only to few shapes of pores. Nevertheless, two or four variants of the analytical approach are developed in order to study the role of incorporation of interaction among the pores as well as the influence of outer boundary of microstructural subdomain and application of various physically admissible correlations between the volume averages for homogenized continuum and micro-structural one. In general, a numerical approach is necessary for solution of micro-structural boundary value problems in case of arbitrary shape and/or distribution of voids. Two approaches are proposed and mathematical models developed for numerical calculation of effective material coefficients for linear elastic continuum involving arbitrary empty pores. Appropriate micro-structural boundary value problems in the RVE are proposed for numerical analyses which are utilized for a posterior evaluation of effective material coefficients. Comparisons of results by the analytical and numerical approaches are discussed for the circular and elliptical pores. Finally, the influence of the shape of vacant pores and porosity on bending of elastic plates is illustrated in numerical simulations.
INTRODUCTION
In practical engineering problems, the material media are not often homogeneous. If the size of material defects is much smaller than the characteristic length in structural design, the concept of homogenization is meaningful and applicable. Since the design is mostly the matter of numerical simulations, it is important to deal well with evaluation of effective material coefficients. Recently also multiscale models are utilized with different physical treatment on different length scales. In this paper, we shall distinguish between the macro-structure and micro-structure with using the linear elasticity as the physical base for description of phenomena on both dimensional scales. The difference consists in modelling micro-heterogeneities in micro-structure and characterization of macro-structure as statistically homogeneous linear elastic composite or defected materials based on the macroscopic or overall or equivalent elastic behavior. Although the subject of homogenization is classical (Voigt and Reuss mixture rules, Hashin and Shtrikman upper and lower bounds [2] , self-consistency method [3] , Mori-Tanaka method [4] [5] [6] 1] ), there are still some open questions [7] , e.g. the unproved Hill's and Mandel's conjecture statement.
HOMOGENIZATION BASED ON MICRO-STRUCTURAL MODELLING. EFFECTIVE MATERIAL COEFFICIENTS
The idea of homogenization is applicable to microscopically inhomogeneous materials only if these materials are macroscopically or statistically homogeneous in considered macrostructure. It means that there exist representative elements (RVEs) of the body under consideration. The RVE must obey the following requirements: (i) it is relatively small sample of the material, i.e. the constraints and loading on the surface of the macrostructure are uniform within the length l which is the linear size of the RVE ( lL where L is the characteristic dimension of the macrostructure); (ii) it is sufficiently large as compared with the linear size of micro-inhomogeneity ( a ) in order the spatial wave-length (~a ) of the stress and strain fluctuations about a mean value be small compared with l ( al ), and the effects of such fluctuations become insignificant within a few wave-lengths from the boundary of the RVE. Having solved micro-structural boundary value problems in RVE (the microconstituents are assumed to be homogeneous elastic continua; the shape and distribution of micro-constituents or defects are abstracted from experiment), one can get volume averages of micro-fields over the RVE. The transition from micro-to macro-level (where the macrostructural problems could be solved in effective continuum which is macroscopically homogeneous) depends on finding the connections between suitably defined macro-variables and averages of micro-fields. There are two main questions: (i) how to define macro-variables and boundary data for the RVE in a physically meaningful way; (ii) whether and how the macrovariables (alone or in combinations) are related to the volume averages of their microcounterparts.
Let 
Thus, the mean value of the deformation energy can be written in the separated view
if the Hill conditions [ ] are satisfied:
(i) kinematically uniform boundary conditions (KUBC):
when ij ij V   (ii) statically uniform boundary conditions (SUBC):
The constitutive relationships in the linear elastic homogenized continuum are given as
where eff ijkl c const  . Hence,
and from the symmetry the stress and strain tensors, we have the following symmetry properties (19) and finally, in view of (10), we would have
Similarly, if we consider a micro-structural SUBC in the RVE, it can be found that 
Finding of the influence functions is not as simple task, in general. In what follows, we shall consider a special case of elliptical pores in 2D elasticity problems, when the analytical solution can be utilized. Another considered case is the numerical approach, which is applicable to empty pores of arbitrary shape and randomly distributed in the RVE. We shall illustrate this approach on elliptical pores uniformly distributed in the body.
Analytical approaches
It is well known that the analytical solution is available for elasticity problem in infinite plane with an elliptical empty void and applied tension load
Denoting the major and minor semi-axes as a , b and selecting the RVE as square ll  with la , we can consider the analytical solution in infinite plane as certain approximation for the micro-structural boundary value problem in the RVE with prescribed constant traction load on the outer boundary and traction free boundary of the elliptical hole. (
Both these contributions to the mean value of micro-structural strains can be evaluated by using the exact solution for displacements in infinite plane. Apparently, in the linear theory of elasticity, both these integrals are to proportional to ij   , i.e. , 1 1
What we need is to find certain physically meaningful correlation between the mean values of stresses and strains in effective medium and those found from solution of micro-structural bvp. First, consider the integral force compatibility and average strain compatibility (IF&ASC):
ASC: 
Similar to the previous case, we shall distinguish other two analytical approaches:
(i) analytical approach III, denoted as AA(III):
(ii) analytical approach IV, denoted as AA(IV):
In order to evaluate the integrals ijkl M and ijkl H , we employ the exact values for displacements found from the analytical solution in infinite plane (see Fig. 2 
Performing the required integrations, we obtain 11 Thus, in the case of circular pore, the effective continuum is isotropic, while in the case of oriented elliptical pore it is anisotropic (it is neither isotropic nor orthotropic, since 23 BB  ). However, if we consider elliptical pore randomly oriented, we obtain the compliance matrix by angular averaging of the tensor of compliances for elliptical pores with sloped major axis with respect to the applied loading. Making use the transformation properties of tensors, H one can find the matrices of compliances for effective continuum in particular approaches AA(I), AA(II), AA(III) and AA(IV). Recall that the matrix ijkl M is known in closed form only for circular pore, but not for elliptical pore. Thus, for the elliptical pore, we have closed form results only by AA(I) and AA(III). The ma-trix of stiffness coefficients for effective continuum is obtained by inversion of the matrix of compliances.
Numerical approach
If the shape of pore is arbitrary, one can solve the micro-structural bvp in the RVE numerically and get the micro-structural mean values of strains and stresses. If we consider the boundary of the pore to be traction-free 0 0 i t   , we can express the mean values in terms of boundary integrals as   ,,
:
( 
For this purpose, we shall use two approaches:
(i) boundary densities compatibility (BDC) approach: we assume that the physically relevant boundary densities on the outer boundary of the RVE are the same for both the microstructural bvp and the bvp in effective continuum, i. 
Moreover, in the case of uniform distribution of pores in the macrostructure, we can create identical rectangular cells around each pore with periodic boundary conditions on the boundaries of cells. Then, if we create the RVE from several cells, we can see that because of the symmetry and consideration of rigid body motion equivalence, the solution in each cell is the same. Therefore it is sufficient to solve the micro-structural bvp in one cell with one pore in the case of uniform distribution of pores in the macrostructure. In what follows, we restrict our consideration to KUBC.
Thus, we can find the mean values of strains and stresses in the effective continuum as 
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Circular pores
In the case of circular pore we have results by 4 analytical and 2 numerical approaches. Comparison of such results for 11 eff c is shown if Fig.6 . One pore is considered in the RVE and porosity is increased by increasing the radius of the pore.
The effective material should be isotropic in the case of circular pores. The measure of anisotropy is shown in Fig.7 Only numerical results are compared in this isotropy study because the analytical approaches exhibit perfect isotropy. In numerical approaches, we have increased the porosity also by consideration of more pores in the RVE. Comparisons of numerical results obtained by modelling one and more pores are presented in Fig.8 . 
Elliptical pores
Now we have numerical results by two approaches and analytical results only by AA(I) approach. Fig.9 shows comparison of results for ) is rather weak even for high values of porosity.
In the case of IF&EC approach the periodicity of boundary conditions is not guaranteed for homogenized bvp in contrast to the BDC approach. Therefore we can observe certain deviations between the results by IF&EC approaches when the one and/or more pores are used for modelling porosity (see Fig. 11 ).
Fig. 11 Demonstration of dependence of results by IF&EC approach on modelling of porosity
It can be seen from Fig. 12 that the solution of the micro-structural boundary value problem with 16 pores in the RVE exhibits the periodic symmetry. This symmetry is confirmed also by the BDC results, but it is not the case for homogenized problem of the IF&EC approach 
Application to plate bending problems
For illustration, we present numerical results for bending of circular plate with a central circular hole subjected to uniform transversal loading, for which the exact solution is also available within the Kirchhoff-Love theory [11] . Fig. 13 shows the dependence of the effective Young modulus and Poisson ratio on the porosity with consideration of two shapes of pores. It can be seen from Fig. 16 that the dependence of the maximal deflections on the porosity is nonlinear. It can be seen that the dependence is more expressive for thick plates. For thin plate ( 1 50 rh  ) all three theories give almost the same results, for the medium thickness ( 1 10 rh  ) there is coincidence only between the FSDPT (1 st order shear deformation plate theory) and the TSDPT (3 rd order shear deformation plate theory), and finally for the thick plate ( 1 5 rh  ) a deviation can be seen even between the FSDPT and TSDPT results. The differences between the results by various theories are increasing with increasing the porosity.
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CONCLUSIONS
The homogenization of linear elastic media with empty pores is developed on the base of solution of micro-structural boundary value problems. In the case of uniformly distributed simple shape pores, such as circular and elliptic pores, we derived analytical formulae for compliances and/or stiffness coefficients of homogenized effective continuum. For the case of pores of arbitrary shape, we proposed two approaches for evaluation of material coefficients for effective homogenized continuum utilizing the solution of 3 appropriately selected boundary value problems. If the pores are uniformly distributed in the macrostructure, it is sufficient to select the RVE with one pore only. Various aspects of evaluation of effective coefficients are discussed in section devoted to numerical experiments. Finally, the obtained results for homogenization of porous media have been applied to study the influence of porosity on bending of elastic porous plates.
